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Abstract

Purpose: Clinical use of perimetric testing in patients with glaucoma typically

assumes that perimetric defects will be less deep for larger than smaller stimuli.

However, studies have shown that very large sinusoidal stimuli can yield similar

defects as small circular stimuli. In order to provide guidelines for new perimetric

stimuli, we tested patients with glaucoma using five different stimuli and com-

pared defects to their patterns of retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) damage.

Methods: Twenty subjects with glaucoma were imaged with optical coherence

tomography (OCT) volume scans to allow for en face RNFL images and were also

tested on a custom perimetry station with five stimuli: Goldmann sizes III and V,

a two-dimensional Gaussian blob (standard deviation 0.5°) and a 0.5 cycle

degree�1 sinusoidal grating presented two ways: flickered at 5 Hz, and pulsed for

200 ms instead of flickered. En face RNFL images were reviewed with the visual

field locations overlaid, and each location was labelled for a patient as either no

visible RNFL defect or as wedge, slit, edge, or diffuse defect. Nineteen age-similar

controls were tested with the same stimuli to define depth of defect as difference

from mean normal. Bland-Altman analysis was used to test three predictions of

neural modelling by making five comparisons.

Results: Bland-Altman analysis confirmed the three predictions. The flickered

sinusoid gave deeper defects in damaged areas than the pulsed sinusoid (r = 0.25,

p < 0.0001). When comparing data for sizes III and V there was increased spread

of the data in deeper defects in the direction of size III having deeper defect

(r = 0.35, p < 0.0001). The size V stimulus yielded shallower defects than a stim-

ulus of similar size but with blurred edges (r = 0.20, p = 0.0004).

Conclusions: On average, all stimuli produced similar results comparing across

type of RNFL damage. However, there were systematic patterns consistent with

predictions of neural modelling: in damaged areas, depth of defect tended to be

greater for the flickered sinusoid than the pulsed sinusoid, greater for the size III

stimulus than the size V stimulus, and greater for the Gaussian blob than for the

size V stimulus.

Introduction

Diagnosis of glaucoma and assessment of progression

involve analysis of both perimetric and imaging measures,

but these measures can have substantial discordance.1,2

One potential factor in this discordance is that conven-

tional automated static perimetry for patients with

glaucoma tests each retinal area with a stimulus that covers

< 0.5% of the area. Furthermore, for such a small stimulus,

fixational instability can cause it to fall on non-overlapping

locations on different trials.3,4

The common 24–2 test pattern samples a grid of stimu-

lus locations with spacing of 6° horizontal and vertical,

using the Goldmann5 size III stimulus, a circular luminance
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increment with area of 0.15 deg2. If ganglion cell damage is

inhomogeneous in the retinal region serving this 36 deg2

region of the visual field, then the small retinal region that

the stimulus falls on may have greater or lesser damage

than the average damage for the retinal region sampled.3,6

Use of additional locations can improve detection of early

perimetric defects,7–9 but this can greatly increase testing

time.10 An alternate approach for testing more locations is

to perform suprathreshold testing,11 such as Rarebit

perimetry12 which is designed for detection of visual field

damage but not for assessing progression.

One could seek to test a larger retinal area by using a lar-

ger circular stimulus, but a range of studies has found that

smaller circular stimuli can give deeper defects in early

glaucomatous damage.13–17 Clinical thought has been that

glaucomatous perimetric defects will be less deep for larger

stimuli18,19 and that the largest Goldmann stimulus (size V,

area of 2.3 deg2), can be useful for detecting residual func-

tion in visual field locations where the patient cannot see

the size III stimulus.6,20 However, test-retest variability is

greater for smaller stimuli, so larger stimuli may have

greater sensitivity to early defect despite giving milder

defect depths.14 We demonstrated that these findings are

consistent with effects of ganglion cell loss on cortical pool-

ing of retino-thalamic spike trains,3,21–23 and have pro-

posed that appropriate sinusoidal stimuli can allow cortical

pooling across many more retinal ganglion cells than circu-

lar stimuli.22,24 For instance, Matrix 24–2 perimetry uses a

very large flickered sinusoidal stimulus (25 deg2), and on

average has yielded similar defect depths to size III in mild

to moderate defects.25,26

A collaboration with Hao Sun27 compared macular con-

trast thresholds of patients with glaucoma for the 4 deg2

macular Matrix stimulus and the much smaller size III

stimulus, and she concluded that the ganglion cells mediat-

ing detection showed response saturation for the size III

stimulus at contrasts above 100% (equivalent to 25 dB on

the Humphrey Field Analyser). She confirmed this predic-

tion by recording spike trains of primate ganglion cells

responding to the size III stimulus at different contrasts.28

We confirmed her prediction that test-retest variability in

glaucomatous defects would be lower for appropriate sinu-

soidal stimuli than for the size III stimulus.29 Collabora-

tions with Stuart Gardiner confirmed the predicted effects

of response saturation on the frequency-of-seeing curves

from patients with glaucoma, for both the size III stimulus

and the 16-fold larger Goldmann size V stimulus.30,31 In

summary, our analysis concludes that cortical pooling is

limited to a small retinal area for circular stimuli, but not

for appropriate sinusoids such as the Matrix stimuli. The

clinically-relevant inference is that, on average, defect

depths will not be as great for the size V stimulus as for the

size III stimulus, but defect depths for sinusoidal stimuli

will on average be similar to defect depths for the size III

stimulus (until response saturation comes into play).

The 5° 9 5° Matrix 24–2 stimulus covers 69% of the

retinal area sampled, so has the potential to provide a more

accurate assessment of the amount of ganglion cell damage

in that region than the size III stimulus. However, the

Matrix uses rapid flicker (12–25 Hz), which means that

contrast threshold will be elevated when retinal illuminance

is reduced (such as from small pupils).32–34 We have found

that use of 5 Hz flicker overcomes this problem,35 so the

current study used 5 Hz flicker with the Matrix sinusoid.

To assess the proposal that 5 Hz flicker yields a greater cor-

tical pooling area than the 200 millisecond temporal pulses

used in conventional automated perimetry, we compared

depth of defect when the sinusoid was flickered and pulsed.

We also compared depth of defect for three circular stimuli,

to assess predictions of which stimulus properties are

important for the benefits of cortical pooling across large

retinal areas.

Methods

Participants

The research for this study adhered to the tenets of the Dec-

laration of Helsinki and was approved by the institutional

review board at Indiana University. Informed consent was

obtained from each participant after explanation of the

procedures and goals of the study, before testing began.

Twenty patients with glaucoma and 20 age-similar con-

trols were enrolled from our clinic population; all had prior

experience with perimetry. Details of inclusion and exclu-

sion criteria have been published elsewhere,26 with the

additional requirement for patients in the current study

that there be a repeatable nasal visual field defect and corre-

sponding thin sector of the retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL).

Briefly, all subjects were required to have clear ocular

media, corrected monocular distance visual acuity of at

least 20/20 (20/40 over age 70), refractive corrections

between +2 and �6 dioptre spherical equivalent and cylin-

drical correction within �3.0 dioptres. Control subjects

were required to have had a comprehensive eye exam (not

more than 2 years before the study) finding normal retinal

characteristics and visual acuity of at least 20/20 (6/6, 0.0

logMAR) on each study visit. After recruitment and testing,

one of the controls was diagnosed as a glaucoma suspect

and was removed from the study, leaving 19 controls.

Patients with glaucoma were required to be under the care

of an eye care practitioner and to have had a recent clinical

examination finding normal retinal characteristics except

for retinal disc changes and perimetric changes associated

with glaucoma. For the patients with glaucoma, mean devi-

ation (MD) ranged from �16 dB to +1 dB (median
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�4 dB, interquartile range �5 dB to �1 dB), PSD ranged

from 1.7 dB to 11.9 dB (median 5.8 dB, interquartile range

2.5 dB to 9.2 dB). Subjects with ocular or systemic disease

(other than glaucoma) currently affecting visual function

were excluded from this study. Eyes with epiretinal mem-

branes were also excluded from this study because the

membranes can make retinal measurements unreliable.

The age range was 56–84 years for the 20 patients, and

49–89 years for the 19 controls. The mean (S.D.) age was

70 (7) years for the patients and 67 (10) for the controls, so

we considered these two groups to be age-similar. Because

we compared mean defect across stimuli, and the groups

were age-similar, we did not use age corrections in comput-

ing depth of defect.

Equipment

A custom perimetric testing station used a cathode-ray tube

display driven by a ViSaGe visual stimulus generator

(www.crsltd.com/tools-for-vision-science/visual-stimula

tion/visage) that provided a resolution of 800 9 600 pixels

with 14-bit control of luminance for each pixel; details are

given elsewhere.29 Four different spatial patterns, shown in

Figure 1, were used as stimuli: the size III stimulus as a cir-

cular luminance increment with diameter 0.4°; the size V

stimulus as a circular luminance increment with diameter

1.7°; a Gaussian blob36 with standard deviation 0.5°; and a

5° 9 5° vertical 0.5 cycle degree�1 sinusoid.25 Each of

these four spatial patterns was presented with a 200 ms

rectangular temporal pulse. The sinusoid was also pre-

sented with counterphase temporal flicker at 5 Hz for

600 ms, making five stimulus conditions in all.

A Spectralis (www.heidelbergengineering.com) was used

to image the RNFL. Each B-scan was averaged over nine

frames. For each eye, dense (30 lm spacing) vertical scans

for 4–6 fixation locations were gathered to cover a retinal

region approximating most of that tested with 24–2
perimetry, then SLO images for these scans were montaged

using a custom MATLAB (www.mathworks.com/) pro-

gram that operated i2K Retina montaging software

(www.dualalign.com/). Vertical scans were used because

this improves imaging in the temporal raphe where fibres

transition from horizontal to arcuate. Details have been

published elsewhere.11,37,38

Protocol

Each subject made three one-hour visits, at ~1-month

intervals, and on each visit five perimetric tests were per-

formed on one eye per subject, with the order of the five

tests counter-balanced across visits and subjects. Each test

measured contrast thresholds for a single stimulus condi-

tion at 18 locations in the nasal visual field, as shown in

Figure 2. We tested locations in the nasal visual field that

correspond to the temporal raphe because this is the region

in the retina where it can be determined where individual

nerve fibre bundles begin.39 Details of the ZEST algorithm

that was used are given elsewhere.29

The five tests were conducted after checking acuity and

Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivity, and were followed by 4–6

Figure 1. Spatial patterns used for perimetric stimuli: the size V stimu-

lus (upper left), the Gaussian blob (middle left), the size III stimulus

(lower left) and the 0.5 cycle degree�1 sinusoid (right).

Figure 2. Perimetric locations tested, in right eye format. Thick black

circles show visual field coordinates and thin red circles show effects of

ganglion cell displacement. The circles indicate visual field location, not

stimulus size.
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volume scans for RNFL montages. If 1 h was not enough to

complete the imaging, it was completed on the second visit.

Repeat volume scans were gathered on the second and third

visits when possible, and montages were made from the

best sets of volume scans.

Data analysis

Mean log contrast threshold for each stimulus condition

and location was computed from the data from the 19 con-

trols, and patient data were converted to ‘depth of defect’

by subtracting their log contrast threshold from this mean

value. Following Hao Sun,27 we defined contrast for all

stimuli as (peak luminance-background luminance)/(back-

ground luminance). This is equal to Weber contrast for a

luminance increment and is equal to Michelson contrast

for a sinusoidal grating. For each subject, contrast thresh-

olds for each stimulus condition and location were aver-

aged across the three sessions. To assess potential learning

effects, for each stimulus we compared contrast thresholds

on the first visit with the average from visits 2 and 3. The

mean learning effects were small, ranging from 0.01 to 0.06

log unit as compared to test-retest standard deviations of

0.20 to 0.22 log unit, so we decided that learning effects

were negligible.

En face RNFL montages were reviewed with the 18 visual

field locations overlaid allowing for Henle fibre layer dis-

placement40 (red circles in Figure 2). Each location was

independently labelled for a patient by a clinician (BJK) as

either no visible RNFL defect (‘normal’) or defects listed as

slit, edge, wedge, or diffuse. Examples are show in Figure 3.

A ‘slit’ location falls within a very thin arcuate defect, just a

thin arcuate reflectance defect slightly larger than the size

III stimulus. A ‘wedge’ location is in a more severe form of

damage that falls within a wide arcuate defect, which has

sharp edges. A ‘diffuse’ location is in an area of widespread

RNFL damage. An ‘edge’ pattern is normal-appearing

RNFL at the edge of an RNFL reflectance defect, near the

edge of a slit or a wedge. The clinician was masked to the

perimetric data, and developed these classifications from

reviewing the RNFL images. To assess internal consistency,

a few weeks after the clinician initially scored the locations,

he and his co-author sat down together and re-scored them

without referring to the original scoring. Only 6% of loca-

tions had a different score, most changed from ‘normal’ to

‘diffuse.’ The second scores were used for the analysis.

Bland-Altman analysis41,42 was used to compare defect

depths across tests. Some tests had larger ranges between

mean normal and maximum contrast, so when comparing

depth of defect across tests a floor was used to equate possi-

ble ranges for defect depths.29 For Bland-Altman analysis

comparing depth of defect across two tests, the test with

the lowest mean normal value was used to set a floor so

that both tests had the same possible range of defect depths

at all 18 locations.26,29

For the Bland-Altman analysis, the focus was on the pre-

dictions of our modelling for cortical pooling of ganglion

cell responses.3,21–23,27,28 This modelling predicts that corti-

cal pooling will cover a larger retinal region for the flickered

stimulus than for the pulsed stimulus, so when there are

Figure 3. RNFL reflectance maps at 24 lm below the inner limiting membrane, illustrating perimetric locations corresponding to the four classes of

retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) defects. Black circles show perimetric locations in these classes: slit (upper left), wedge (lower left), diffuse (upper right),

edge (lower right). The circles indicate visual field location, not stimulus size.
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residual patches of ganglion cells the pulsed stimulus will

more often have shallower defects; this was assessed by

analysis of agreement on depth of defect for the flickered

sinusoid versus the pulsed sinusoid. This modelling also

predicts that when one stimulus is much smaller than the

other then there will be increased spread of the data in dee-

per defects, in the direction of the smaller stimulus having

deeper defect. This was assessed two ways. First, by analys-

ing agreement on defect depths for the flickered sinusoid

versus the size III stimulus, for the flickered sinusoid versus

the size V stimulus, and for the size III stimulus versus the

size V stimulus. Second, we assessed spread of the data by

linear regression of the absolute value of the difference in

depth of defect as a function of the mean value for the

defect depth. Finally, the modelling predicts that the circu-

lar size V stimulus with sharp edges will stimulate cortical

mechanisms that pool ganglion cell responses over a region

smaller than the stimulus (because the size V stimulus is

much larger than Ricco’s area in the central visual field,

meaning that cortical processes mediating detection have a

cortical pooling area much smaller than the stimu-

lus19,21,43), and that in damaged areas it will yield shallower

defects than stimuli of similar size but with blurred edges.

This prediction was assessed by comparing defect depths

for the size V stimulus and the Gaussian blob. This yielded

10 tests of statistical significance, for which we used a

Bonferroni correction and required p < 0.005 for statistical

significance.

Once these primary results were obtained, a secondary

analysis explored whether asymmetry analysis could

improve agreement. For each of the nine stimulus locations

in superior visual field, asymmetry analysis computed dif-

ference in log contrast threshold for the mirror location

across the horizontal midline, excluding all cases where the

stimulus was not seen in one or both locations. Bland-Alt-

man analysis was performed to determine whether asym-

metry analysis reduced the width of the limits of

agreement.

Another secondary analysis explored the extent to which

test-retest variability contributed to the limits of agreement.

The widths of the limits of agreement for test-retest vari-

ability were compared to those for between-stimulus agree-

ment when just the third visit was used.

Sex as a biological variable

In compliance with National Institutes of Health (NIH)

guidelines for reporting sex as a biological variable, we

assessed sex differences, even though the study was not

designed to look for them. For each control we computed

mean threshold across all tests and locations, then com-

pared these means for women and men. For patients with

glaucoma, we compared frequency of the five different

types of RNFL defect in women and men, counting the

number of locations with each type.

Data sharing

In compliance with NIH and Indiana University policies

and to protect the confidentiality of our human subject

data and protected health information (PHI), Indiana

University School of Optometry shares research data in the

form of a limited data set pursuant to an approved data use

agreement. Data and computer code used in this project

will be shared with any research team whose institution

executes an approved data use agreement with Indiana

University.

Results

As shown in Figure 4 and Table 1, across all subjects and

locations the depth of defect was usually similar for all five

stimulus conditions. However, for every patient at least one

comparison had a difference by at least 0.28 log unit for at
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Figure 4. Box and whisker plots for the differences in depth of defect

for pairs of the five stimuli: flickered sinusoid (FS), pulsed sinusoid (PS),

sizes III and V, and the Gaussian blob.
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least one location. Table 2 shows results of Bland-Altman

analysis, which found weak but statistically significant cor-

relations between difference and mean for three compar-

isons (flickered sinusoid versus pulsed sinusoid, size III

versus size V, Gaussian blob versus size V) and correlations

that did not reach our criterion for statistical significance

for two comparisons (flickered sinusoid versus size V and

versus size III). The limits of agreement ranged from �0.22

to �0.36 log unit. The analysis of spread of the data found

that for all comparisons there was increased spread of the

data in deeper defects, reaching statistical significance

except for the flickered sinusoid versus the size III stimulus.

For the RNFL reflectance map labelling of the 360 retinal

locations, 198 were scored as ‘normal’; 102 as ‘diffuse; 28 as

‘wedge’; 18 as ‘edge’; and 14 as ‘slit’. Figure 5 shows mean

defect depth for locations assigned to the different types of

RNFL defects, and Figure 6 shows scatterplots for the five

comparisons with a colour code to indicate type of RNFL

defect. For clinical devices, a defect depth of �0.1 log unit

corresponds to �1 dB for the size III stimulus and �2 dB

for the Matrix stimulus. For both types of clinical devices, a

defect depth of �0.5 log unit occurs in individuals free of

disease less than 1% of the time.

The exploratory study on asymmetry analysis found that

asymmetry analysis did not reduce the limits of agreement

for any comparison. The exploratory study on test-retest

variability found that the limits of agreement were �0.40 to

�0.44 log unit across the five stimulus conditions, similar

to the limits of agreement of �0.33 to �0.48 log unit for

the comparisons of depth of defect for the third visit.

The assessment of sex as a biological variable found that

the 14 female controls had 0.16 log unit lower mean log

contrast threshold than the five male controls, and that the

female patients had more locations with normal RNFL

appearance and fewer with diffuse RNFL damage (Table 3).

Discussion

This study was conducted in the context of renewed

research interest in revising perimetric stimuli. For circular

stimuli as used in conventional perimetry, defects tend to

be deeper with smaller stimuli.13–16,18,19 However, two

studies (one from our lab) found that large flickered sinu-

soids can yield similar defect depths as the much smaller

size III stimulus, with increased spread of the data in deeper

defects.25,26 Our cortical pooling analysis3,21–23,27,28

explains this by proposing that for appropriately chosen

sinusoids there will be extensive cortical pooling of gan-

glion cell responses, so the defect depth for the 25 deg2

sinusoid reflects the average amount of damage to much of

the 36 deg2 retinal region, while the much smaller size III

stimulus will reflect damage to less than 1% of this region.

We tested three predictions of the modelling, and per-

formed a qualitative evaluation of effects of extent of gan-

glion cell damage based on en face RNFL images.

The first prediction was that when one stimulus was

much smaller than the other then there would be increased

spread of the data in deeper defects, and that the spread of

the data would be in the direction of the smaller stimulus

having deeper defect. This prediction was based on two

Table 1. Summary of five comparisons of depth of defect for flickered

sinusoid (FS), pulsed sinusoid (PS), the size III stimulus, the size V stimu-

lus, and the Gaussian blob

Comparisons FS/PS FS/V FS/III III/V Blob/V

Locations where at least one stimulus yielded defect depth above the

floor, as percent of all locations where at least one stimulus yielded

defect depth above the floor

Y deeper 26% 30% 33% 27% 25%

X deeper 17% 19% 30% 16% 9%

Within �0.1 log unit 57% 51% 37% 56% 65%

Locations where at least one stimulus yielded defect depth below the

floor, as percent of all 360 locations

Both not seen 7% 4% 16% 18% 11%

Y only not seen 2% 0% 3% 4% 2%

X only not seen 0% 3% 4% 1% 1%

X and Y axes are as in Figure 6.

Table 2. Results of analysis of agreement on depth of defect and spread of the data for the five comparisons

FS vs PS FS vs V FS vs III III vs V Blob vs V

r 0.25 �0.11 �0.08 0.35 0.20

p <0.0001* 0.04 0.15 <0.0001* 0.0004*

Intercept 0.01 �0.04 �0.02 0.02 �0.01

Slope 0.12 �0.06 �0.07 0.23 0.09

LoA � 0.25 0.35 0.36 0.26 0.22

Spread of the data �0.18 �0.34 �0.15 �0.27 �0.26

p 0.0008* <0.0001* 0.0096 <0.0001* <0.0001*

Shown are: Pearson’s r for difference against mean, the associated probability value (p), intercept and slope for the regression line, 1.96 times the

standard deviation of the residuals (LoA�), Pearson’s r for the absolute value of the difference versus the mean (spread of the data), and the corre-

sponding p value. An asterisk (*) indicates a p-value that met our requirement for statistical significance.
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factors: heterogeneous damage and response saturation.

Heterogeneous damage is expected when many but not all

ganglion cells in a region have died, so that a small stimulus

may not stimulate any remaining ganglion cells because it

does not fall on their receptive field, or it may stimulate the

normal number of ganglion cells if it happens to land on

the receptive fields of a patch of remaining cells.3,22 The

spread of the data represents this variability. For large flick-

ered sinusoids, we proposed that extensive cortical pooling

averages responses of a large number of ganglion cells, and

confirmed a reduction in test-retest variability.29 The sec-

ond factor, response saturation, comes into play because in

healthy eyes it seems that at threshold for the size III stimu-

lus a small number of cells each contributes ~1 stimulus-

related spike and all spikes are in close enough temporal

proximity that they summate at the cortex.23,28 When half

of these ganglion cells have died, the other ganglion cells

need to contribute ~2 stimulus-related spikes. Response

saturation for the size III stimulus means that doubling the

stimulus contrast will not double the number of stimulus-

related spikes, so the increase in contrast threshold would

be more than two-fold. For large sinusoidal stimuli, at

threshold each cell on average contributes much less than

one stimulus-related spike and a doubling of contrast is

expected to cause a doubling of stimulus-related spikes.

Therefore, in more damaged areas we expect that the smal-

ler stimuli will tend to give deeper defects due to effects of

response saturation being greater for smaller stimuli.

The prediction of increased spread of the data was con-

firmed, in that the test for spread of the data (bottom of

Table 2) found that the magnitude of difference in defect

depth was greater in deeper defects for the size V stimulus

versus the size III stimulus, and for the flickered sinusoid

versus the size V stimulus and versus the size III stimulus;

for the flickered sinusoid versus the size III stimulus this

did not reach our criterion for statistical significance. The

prediction that the spread of the data would be in the direc-

tion of the smaller stimulus was confirmed in that Bland-

Altman analysis found slopes in the direction of the smaller

stimulus having a deeper defect, although this only reached

statistical significance for the size III stimulus versus the

size V stimulus. This is consistent with the finding of Artes

et al.25 that in more damaged regions the size III stimulus

tended to give deeper defects than the flickered sinusoid

but some patients repeatedly showed deeper defects with

the flickered sinusoid. Our analysis21 concluded that there

is insufficient cortical pooling for the size V stimulus to

have this advantage. This conclusion is consistent with our

finding that the strongest correlation was for the size III

stimulus and the size V stimulus.

The increased spread of the data in comparing stimulus

conditions at locations with perimetric defects confirms the

finding reported by Artes et al.25 that depth of defect can be

similar across stimulus conditions in areas of mild to mod-

erate loss with spread of the data in areas with deeper defect.

This appears not to be limited to only the comparison of

defects with the size III stimulus and Matrix 24–2 stimulus,

as we found it with all four large stimulus conditions.

The second prediction was that, in damaged areas, the flick-

ered sinusoid would give deeper defects than the pulsed sinu-

soid. This prediction is based on the well-known effect that

appropriate use of flicker can increase contrast threshold for

higher spatial frequencies,44,45 which implies increased cortical

pooling by psychophysical mechanisms mediating detection of

low spatial frequencies.21 The Bland-Altman analysis comparing

the flickered sinusoid and the pulsed sinusoid supported this,

because the slope of the difference in depth of defect versus the

mean was positive, which is reflected in Figure 6 as an excess of

points falling below the diagonal in the left half of the graph.

The third prediction was that the circular size V stimulus

with sharp edges stimulates cortical mechanisms that pool

ganglion cell responses over a region smaller than the stim-

ulus, so in damaged areas the size V stimulus will yield

shallower defects than a stimulus of similar size, but

blurred edges. This was supported by a positive slope for

the Bland-Altman analysis comparing defect depths for the

Gaussian blob and the size V stimulus, and is reflected in

Figure 5. Mean defect depths for the five classes of retinal nerve fibre

layer (RNFL) defect and the five stimuli, for a floor of �0.7 log unit. Error

bars show standard error of the mean.
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Figure 6. Scatterplots comparing depth of defect for different stimuli, averaged across three separate visits. Solid diagonal lines show equal defect

depth, dashed lines show � 0.1 log unit. The floor for depth of defect varied across comparisons, giving an appearance of truncation especially for

the size III stimulus.
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Figure 6 as an excess of points falling below the diagonal in

the left half of the graph.

On average, all stimulus conditions produced similar

results comparing across type of RNFL damage (Figure 5).

For the locations labelled ‘normal,’ on average a mild peri-

metric abnormality was noted for all five stimulus condi-

tions. A ‘slit’ defect was small compared to the size of the

sinusoid, but the average defects were very similar for the

flickered sinusoid and the size III stimulus. An ‘edge’ loca-

tion appears normal, but because the average defect was

similar as for slit defects, we infer that there is often gan-

glion cell damage. The variability across locations was

greater for these two patterns than the other three, which

we interpret as variability in the extent of damage to nor-

mal-appearing tissue. On average, the ‘diffuse’ and ‘wedge’

patterns tended to yield the deepest perimetric defects.

Our neural modelling predicts that, on average, all five

stimulus conditions will give similar depths of defect when

ganglion cell damage is relatively homogeneous in a retinal

region, and this is seen in Figure 5 for the ‘normal’ and ‘dif-

fuse’ classes where all five mean defects are within 0.05 log

unit of each other. Indeed, for the majority of the compar-

isons depth of defect was within 0.1 log unit for any two

stimulus conditions, yet in some instances the differences

were substantial (Figure 4). In particular, one-third of loca-

tions had deeper defect for the flickered sinusoid than for

the size III stimulus. Given that test-retest variability was

also substantial, we sought independent evidence from

other studies that these patients had participated in. Twelve

patients had at least 10 Matrix 24–2 fields, as well as at least
20 Humphrey Field Analyser (HFA) 24–2 fields with the

size III stimulus, so we computed difference in depth of

defect using the total deviation (TD) value provided by

the devices, converting these to log units in order to have a

common scale,27 and used the same floor of �0.7 log unit.

For each of the 18 visual field locations in each patient we

performed a T-test between the defect depths for the

repeated Matrix fields and the repeated HFA fields. Out of

216 locations, 26 had T-values lower than �3 (indicating

that Matrix 24–2 defects were deeper), so we compared

these to our results. We found that for 19 of these locations

we also found deeper defects with the flickered sinusoid

than with the size III stimulus. In the remaining five loca-

tions, we found deeper defects with the size III stimulus

than with the flickered sinusoid; these locations were from

two people with slit defects.

It is common to make age-corrections when computing

perimetric defect depth, with each location in the visual

field having a different age slope.46 With only 19 controls,

we did not have enough data to make reliable estimates of

90 age slopes. We have reported that sinusoids can have

shallower age slopes than for the size III stimulus,47 so it is

possible that differences in age slopes contributed to spread

of the data. Analysing age effects for published data26 for

the size III stimulus and a 5 Hz flickering sinusoid, we

found that the median age slope was �0.10 log unit per

decade for the size III stimulus and �0.03 log unit per

decade for 5 Hz flickering sinusoid. This would produce

deeper defects for size III in the older patients if the age-

corrected defects were identical; for the oldest patient in

the current study, this would produce a difference in depth

of defect by 0.13 log unit. To assess the possibility that lack

of age-correction had a substantial contribution to the

spread of the data, we looked at the ages of the patients

who yielded the 51 data points with at least an 0.3 log unit

difference in depth of defect for the size III stimulus and

the flickering sinusoid. Eight patients yielded 35 locations

where size III yielded deeper defects, and six patients

yielded 16 locations where the flickering stimulus yielded

deeper defects, with two patients being in both groups. The

mean age was 66 years (range 56–78 years) for the group

with deeper defects for the size III stimulus, and was

74 years (range 63–84 years) for the group with deeper

defects for the flickering stimulus. This is the opposite of

what would be expected if lack of age-correction had a sub-

stantial contribution to the spread of the data.

We performed a comparison of sex as a biological vari-

able to comply with NIH reporting standards, not to test

any predictions. The purpose of these reporting standards

is to accumulate findings in the literature that, if consis-

tent across studies, can be used in a premise for a

hypothesis-based grant proposal. For the controls, mean

contrast threshold across all locations and subjects was

0.16 log unit lower for the women than the men. To

assess whether this finding was repeatable, we compared

mean contrast thresholds of 37 women (ages 47–77, mean

61 years) and 25 men (ages 50–85, mean 65 years) from

a published26 study, and found that the mean was only

0.02 log unit lower for the women than the men, so the

finding was not confirmed and should not be considered

support for a premise.

In summary, we used perimetric stimuli ranging in size

from 0.15 deg2 to 25 deg2 and found that on average they

all gave similar depth of defect, yet in a number of patients

there were large and repeatable differences in depth of

defect. We confirmed predictions of our neural modelling

concerning when such differences would occur, and found

Table 3. Distribution of types of RNFL damage at the 18 locations in

the patients with glaucoma, divided by sex

Diffuse Edge Normal Slit Wedge

Female 15% 1% 69% 3% 11%

Male 37% 7% 46% 4% 6%
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instances where the type of en face RNFL defect could

account for these differences.
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